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Your Second Home
Re-thinking of Post-disaster Housing

Natural disasters such as tornadoes, wildfires, earthquakes, and hurricanes
destroy our infrastructure, civic buildings, public amenities, and homes. These disasters
create problems of homelessness, but they also create environments within the city that
are unlivable due to a lack of electricity and potable water. People displaced by disasters
often find themselves living in a government- or non-profit-run evacuation shelter, at the
mercy of bureaucratic organizations for assistance to begin the recovery process. People
forced to evacuate neighborhoods where they have perhaps been established for decades
often also lose their ability to commute to work (if their employer still exists) as well as
their ability to attend school. These shelter environments are repurposed public buildings
like schools and sports stadiums, which become the temporary home of sometimes tens
of thousands of people. Due to the social and political diversity and the recent collective
trauma of the shelter residents, these environments become high-stress and potentially
dangerous places.
Because shelters can’t stay open forever, government organizations and nonprofits
have a number of programs designed to get shelter residents to other forms of housing.
FEMA can provide temporary sheltering in a hotel up to two years (for those who qualify)
while organizations like the Red Cross can help find alternative housing solutions, and
Catholic Charities can provide transportation to go even as far as the next state over to
stay with family. Even with all of this assistance, circumstances arise where a certain
margin of shelter residents struggle to move on to recovery before the shelter closes. This
population mainly consists of people with disabilities, the elderly, and those who were
homeless pre-disaster. Due to extenuating circumstances, these people have very little
means to recover from disasters and there are limited transitional housing options for
them. My thesis situates itself within this issue of transitional housing and seeks to find a
solution that can accommodate this often marginalized population.

Evelyn Brooks | Contested Spaces | Lori Brown

Thesis Claims
1. Every person after a disaster is entitled to shelter in some way, shape,
or form
2. This shelter should be adequate in space and amenity to support the
individual or group utilizing it
3. People should be made to feel safe, comfortable, and respected
4. Individuals with special needs and disabilities should be made to feel
included in the solution, not like they are taking up extra resources.

Evacuation

Evacuation
Shelter

Short-Term
Shelter

Transitional
Housing

Background Information

This thesis situates itself within the transitional housing period after a disaster. In order to further understand what transitional housing entails, it’s important to
understand the entire series of events before, during, and after a disaster, that leads to
people needing transitional housing.
The first step in the process of a disaster is evacuation. This happens a week or
so before a hurricane hits. It is important to note that I will be talking about disasters
in terms of hurricanes specifically, since that’s where the majority of my field work and
research has been. Areas are divided into evacuation zones, and depending on the
severity of the storm, people in certain zones are recommended to evacuate. Whether
or not people do evacuate is up to them. Once evacuated, people who do not have
family to stay with elsewhere, or the financial means for other housing, stay in evacuation shelters. These shelters typically are only open during the storm, roughly 1-3 days.
These shelters are not highly regulated and are just meant to be a catch-all for everyone seeking refuge from the storm. The Red Cross sheltering guidelines specify that
each person in an evacuation shelter is allotted 20 sf per person, roughly the footprint
of their army cot. After the storm, evacuation shelters are turned into short-term recovery shelters. These facilities stay open up to 6 weeks after the storm and focus on
housing residents and providing them with access to organizations such as HUD and
FEMA to aid in their recovery process. These shelters allot 60 sf per person and tend
to become much more of a community due to the sometimes months long occupancy.
While there are services and case workers available, and working to help people recover from the storm, it is inevitable that there will be people still without a place to go
by the time the shelter closes. These individuals are the people that need transitional housing assistance. Transitional housing is the temporary housing solution given
to clients that typically lasts 6 months to two years. The most famous example of
this would be the FEMA trailer, often deployed after disasters in mass trailer parks for
homeless people. Other forms of transitional housing can be in the form of long-term
hotel stays, or for the pre-disaster homeless: camping tents.
While there are transitional housing options available, they are severely flawed
and fail to accommodate a diverse population of users many of which require special
considerations such as disabilities. My thesis seeks to analyze these short comings
and develop a proposed solution that works within the existing disaster response
structure but provides a better housing outcome for people left marginalized and overlooked after a disaster.

Thesis Text
This project really started for me in November, when I had the privilege of deploying to Panama City with the American Red Cross to work in a hurricane shelter in
Panama City. I’ve been working as an EMT in Syracuse for 5 years, so I was able to use
my professional connections to explore this new area of interest. While on deployment I was able to experience and observe how different organizations and groups
of people come together to recover from disasters. This experience gave me unique
insight into the gaps that exist in disaster recovery and allowed me to speculate on
potential areas of improvement.
The timeline of a disaster can be broken up into several stages.. The first stage
is evacuation, when people in effected areas are advised to seek shelters. Evacuation
shelters allow for 20 sf per person and are only meant to house people for the duration of the initial disaster. After the danger has passed people move into short term
sheltering which typically lasts 2-6 weeks. This is the type of shelter I was volunteering
in during my deployment. During the short term sheltering phase shelter residents
are encouraged to work with red cross and FEMA case workers to find housing. Once
short term shelters close, disaster victims that have not found new housing move into
the third phase called transitional housing. Lasting anywhere from 6 months to on
average 2 years, transitional housing is the largest part of the disaster recovery cycle
and the one I chose to situate my thesis within. While my thesis is primarily based on
Panama City and hurricane Michael as a case study, I also examined several other hurricane responses to determine that the need for transitional housing assistance after
disasters is far underserved and in need of reconstruction.
Based on my field observations and research the existing options for transitional housing mainly consist of motels, FEMA trailers, and camping tents. In some
instances if residents qualify, FEMA will pay for up to 18 months in a motel room. If
a person come into a shelter having been homeless before the disaster, they will fail
to qualify for any type of housing assistance and in the case of my shelter were given camping tents and sleeping bags to use once the shelter closed. The final main
type of transitional housing and the one I chose to focus the majority of my criticism
on is the FEMA trailer. These trailers are FEMA’s solution to transitional housing most
notable for their deployment after hurricane Katrina. My thesis project consists of a
multi-scalar approach to transitional housing which I feel addresses the short comings
of the existing system and proposes potential solutions.
First let’s look at the national scale. I found that FEMA trailers are manufactured
all over the country, including as far as the pacific north west. They are then shipped
one by one across the country into huge storage lots in Mississippi and Alabama, so
they can be deployed to the gulf coast, which is where the brunt of hurricanes occur.
With a focus on the gulf coast, I began to look not towards the west but north, finding
areas where my housing units could be manufactured closer to the areas where they
would need to be deployed. One of my major design goals was also that my housing

units be made of pre-fabricated pieces that can flat-pack. This means that you can
ship more units per container reducing the environmental impact and the transportation costs. Furthermore instead of storing each unit in a large open lot, I propose a
system of storing housing units in various cities close to the gulf coast, so that there
can be a staggered deployment when a disaster occurs. In this map I’ve chosen a
number of cities directly north of the gulf coast, and roughly calculate how many units
can be stored in each city. On the side you can also see the average mileage and time
it would take a tractor trailer carrying 3 units to travel from each city down to our case
study Panama City.
Now zooming in to the scale of the city, the pre-disaster storage of units mean
that directly after a storm there is no wait time for the first wave of houses to be deployed. By examining the preexisting network of systems existing within a city, I was
able to find and exploit gaps in the system to better fit my new transitional housing
mode. For instance locating underused areas of accessible land that can be pre-designated sheltering areas, in the event that a community of housing units needs to be
placed in the city. Aside from transportation, another setback in the deployment of
FEMA trailers is the amount of time it takes to designate and set up these mass trailer parks. By pre-designating, planning these communities, and plotting basic infrastructure, there is significantly less waiting time. Although I located pre-designated
community areas I also think it’s important to design a housing unit that could also
be placed back on the tenants existing property if its safe enough to do so By keeping
people within their existing communities you can better help people remain near their
schools and jobs, which in turn stimulates the economy and allows for a faster recovery.
The unit itself was designed with an emphasis on thoughtful design without
comprising cost and practicality. It’s comprised of two zones, the wet zone and the
dry zone which are separated by a wall. The wet room has all the essential requirements of a bathroom without individual spaces fo each, instead the entire room is
tiled for easy drainage and cleaning. The thickened middle wall holds all the plumbing chases for the housing unit for simplicity. The dry room is meant to perform all of
the programs needed in a house, but in one main space. The furniture is designed to
be foldable and changeable to accommodate each spatial need. Here we see various
ways the space can be arranged. The kitchen counters can fold out for more kitchen
space and stored away ad turned into bar seating when not in use. A kitchen table can
be stored within the wall and brought out with chairs when larger family meals are being served. The east wall of the unit is a thickened built in storage zone with a couch
in front. When needed a full size murphy bed folds out of the thickened zone behind
the couch and rests on the ground. The unit also utilizes the butterfly roof to capture
rain water in a gutter system draining to a storage barrel. This rain water can be stored
and filtered as needed. The unit is also equipped with a grey water treatment system,
meant to recirculate water as much as possible for different uses before it is discarded. This helps conserve water which is a valuable resource after a storm. The unit is
also designed to take advantage of passive lighting and ventilation. By having operable windows and large doors on both ends of the house, air can circulate through the
space minimizing the need for the attached low power HVAC unit. The clerestory windows also help to light the space naturally. The inclusion of large glass folding doors
onto the porch as well as a front door help the space feel larger than it is and connect
it to the outside. The pamphlet each of you have is intended to be given to people

receiving one of these homes. Inside there are brief explanations of the systems and
features in the home including how laundry, sewage, and garbage collection work. You
also have a copy of the form a shelter resident would complete with their case worker in order to receive one of these housing units, and a list of specs for the installed
items included within the home.
The final thing I considered in this project was how these units can come together and form a community, in the event that a residential neighborhood is destroyed to the point that it is unlivable. I analyzed how FEMA trailers are organized
and found that while they do fit a substantial number of units per square foot, there is
little to no usable green space and what is left in front of the trailers is just for parking.
I went through several permutations of my own organization and found a solution that
allows for 75% the number of units, but over 300% more greenspace, which is actually
usable. Although this scheme allows for less units it creates a greater sense of community and promotes recreation. The deficit can be justified with the amount of unit’s
families would choose to build on their existing lot in their own neighborhoods.
Thus in conclusion my project has examined the short comings of our current
governmental response to post-disaster transitional housing and has proposed a multi
scalar solution which embeds itself within the existing frameworks of our cities to create a holistic approach which is less wasteful, more reliable and, entirely more humane
form of housing.
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